
A Short Teaching on Dead To Sin 

by Deacon Gerry Palermo 

 

Greetings on the Thirteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time. 

Readings: 2 KGS 4:8-11, 14-16A; PS 89:2-3, 16-17, 18-19; ROM 6:3-4, 8-11; MT 10:37-42 

 

I think this teaching might be uncomfortable. Even perhaps dangerous if one is not healthy of 

mind. So when you read, remember that the Lord is trying to free us from unhealthy attachments. 

 

Saint Paul writes: “Think of yourself dead to sin and living for God in Jesus Christ” (Rm 6:11). 

Dead to sin in this context is to mean, to the extent we can, to become non-responsive to the 

impulse of sinful enticements. This is a behavioral goal, not easily achieved, but of the divine 

purpose to be living for God in Jesus Christ. Choosing living for God preempts sin. 

 

The Shunammite woman in the first reading was such a woman. Sensing Elisha being a holy 

man offered a portion of her house as a place to live for this traveling prophet. In a way similar 

to Abram and Sari, she was given a great promise of a child in her old age because it was a 

reward for being righteous. She wanted a child but not at the expense of her virtue. She trusted. 

 

Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew surprises us with the saying “Whoever loves (father /mother 

/son/daughter) more than me is not worthy of me.” This is at first a very difficult saying. But for 

the hearer in that time this new saying echoes the greatest commandment perfectly: (LV 19:18, 

Mt 22:37) “You shall love the Lord, your God, with all your heart, with all your soul, and with 

all your mind. This is the greatest and the first commandment. The second is like it: You shall 

love your neighbor as yourself.” 

 

These family attachments are natural and beautiful but are subject to sin when disordered. The 

question for us would be in what way is my relationships disordered? Possible answers below the 

surface: property, wealth, jealousy, anger, and the list goes on. Thus, while appearing to love, we 

are not loving but coveting? 

 

Jesus prescribes for your salvation and earthly benefit to re-factor your approach. Make a life 

habit of receiving the Prophet, receiving the Righteous, and give even a cup of cold water to 

those who follow Christ. In all this, the rewards in this life as for the Shunammite woman and the 

rewards of eternal life which, ‘Amen, I say to you, he will surely not lose his reward”. 

 

All deaths (living death of spiritual barrenness, material covetous, failure to receive). Paul says 

think of yourself dead to sin. And then receive your family back again in the most healthy ways! 

 

Peace be with you. 

Deacon Gerry 


